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FIVE MARKETS

40 STATIONS

For Entravision, with multiple stations in multiple markets,
a network with flexible functionality and reliability is key to
maintaining the strongest on -air presence with absolutely no
downtime. Listeners depend on Entravision for content tailo-ed
to each community as well as demographically relevant pro-
gramming across the grid. Wheatstone's WheatNet-Bridge TDM
systems make it possible to keep such a network up and running
around the clock.

Entravision currently has Wheatstone TDM systems in 5 of
their markets -including Los Angeles where 27 surfaces provide
programming for their eight Los Angeles area transmitter sites
and seven satellite uplink networks.

Rick Hunt, Vice President and Director of Radio Engineering
at Entravision Communications Corporation knows that takirg
chances with unproven or ad -hoc technology simply isn't
feasible - that the ultimate cost of using less than the best
can be detrimental not only to day-to-day operations but to
their overall success.

"Entravision prides itself on delivering the highest quality consent
and programming to our loyal base of radio and television audi-
ences, and we rely on the Wheatstone system as an important
piece of our broadcast equipment. The system is versatile, easy
to manage and one of the most advanced pieces of technology
on the market. It also delivers an unmatched level of consistency,
ensuring that our systems operate the same way regardless of
size or location."

You do your best to create and maintain a successful business.
Wheatstone designs and builds its networking systems, whetter
TDM or IP based, right here in the USA. Wheatstone knows that
your programming, network and content are mission -critical, and
that failure is not an option. Don't leave it to chance - ch ing
Wheatstone can only ensure your efforts are rewarded...
continuously.

Give us a call or visit us on the web to 1 N
learn more - we'd love to hear from you. iEATNET

Rick Hunt, Vice President
and Director of Radio Engineering at

Entravision Communications Corporation,
with one of their Wheatstone G5 consoles.

ALIDIO NETWORKING-SIMPLY EVOLVED
phone 1.252.638-70001www.wheatstone.corn I sales@wheatstone.com
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Nautel offers the industry's broadest portfolio of digital/analog solid-state

transmitters including 1 kW to 2000kW MW and 300W to 88kW FM

models. Outstanding reliability, global presence, efficiency and exceptional

support have resulted in more than 8000 Nautel transmitter deployments

in 176 countries. Expect more from Nautel.

Making Digital Radio Work.
See what more looks like at naut21.com/expectmore/
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STL and Audio Distribution

$1.495

Bridge -IT

Low cost IP audio STLs and
audio distribution. MPEG, AAC,
APTX* with 1-6 multiunicast* and

1 -Unlimited Multicast*

$2,650

2RU Commander G3 Rack Codec

IP. 3G, POTS, ISDN, X.21, satellite. STL
and audio distribution

A Tieline Codec for every Occasion
Not sure which to choose? Visit www.tieline.com/videos

Remote Broadcasting and Newsgathering

$2,650

Commander G3
Audio over IP/3G, POTS, ISDN,
X.21, GSM, Satellite for desktop

and wireless remote broadcasting

$3,800rill'
   II wry!,

htt.4.Sur-

i-Mix G3
Commentary mixer codec with

IPt3G, POTS, ISDN, X.21. GSM,
satellite for live sports and events

317-845-8000

$995"
r --

Report -IT Enterprise
Make live broadcasts from your

iPhone*** to a studio Tieline Codec.
$995 gives you 5 codecs for 5 iPhones

fin Available on the

App Store
 Available to purchase es software options

 phone not included

labonis end App store.,. trademarks and or
registered trademarks of Apple Inc.

regrstered in the U S and other countries.
www.tieline.corn
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CLI rrents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

Win an Expense -paid Trip to the 2011 NAB Show
Radio magazine will select a guest blogger to cover the 2011 NAB Show in April. Look for more details on page 40 and
complete details in the January issue.

NATE Responds to Free -climbing Tower Video
NATE denounces the free -climbing message, saying the content was misguided and its messages should not be given
credence by any viewer.

State of Idaho to Provide CAP Equipment to Broadcasters
The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Sec upgrade its emergency notification system, which will include the Internet as the
primary communications link from the state.

EAS/CAP FAQ
Now that FEMA has adopted the CAP1.2 standard, broadcasters are asking questions about the 180 -day deadline to
install equipment and updates to the EAS rules.

CSRIC Approves Part 11 CAP Changes
CSRIC Working Group 5A has submitted specific recommendations on rule changes, and provided general comment and
analysis regarding the Part 11 regulatory structure with CAP in mind.

SBE Streams 2010 Membership Meeting
The meeting was streamed live on Oct. 27, 2010, and is available on replay.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed
on this issue's cover and you could win a

prize courtesy of Hosa.

We'll award a
different prize

from Hosa each
month during

2010.

This month,
enter to win a

Hosa MSK-41 1
Musician's

Survival Kit.

Enter by December 10. Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.hosatech.com
No purchase necessary.

For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com

Study Investigates Effectiveness of
Alert FM

The one-year study included continuous working demonstra-
tion of RBDS alerting systems over a three-month period across
three locales.

Herman Appoirted Chairman of RAB
Scott Herman takes over the job from Chairman Weezie
Kramer, who will become chairman emeritus.

RadioTime Releases Tuneln Radio App for
BlackBerry

Tuneln Radio for BlackBerry features RadioTime's Song Search
technology.

Site Features
Industry Events

The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.

Industry Links
Schools, museums, associations and more.

Use the OR Codes
We're including QR codes in each issue
now so you can access information even
quicker with your smart phone. Try a link
right now.
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"We currently have
four stations on WO
Automation for Radio from
WideOrbit. With all the live
programming we do, we
need a system that's very
user friendly.

"WO Automation for Radio
is not only easy to use, it's
incredibly reliable and has
allowed us to dramatically
streamline our operations.

"WideOrbit saves us countless hours of tedious
work. With our old system, downloading a three
hour show took three hours. Now it takes five
minutes. Our Continuity Director can change
commercial run dates, make quick modifications
and dub in spots-all in a matter of minutes from
her desktop. And we really like the ability to make
changes to the log on the fly. With WideOrbit,
we can adjust our programming from anywhere
without having to restart or reload the system.

"From an operations standpoint, I enjoy the ease
of use and remote access that WideOrbit provides.
I can log in from home and edit logs, search for

change audio content, change
system configuration and schedule automated
programming. And I can check reports to see
what commercials were missed. Our stations run
smoothly with WideOrbit and that makes my job
much easier.

"WO Automation for Radio is a great system.
It's reliable, easy to use and has vastly
improved our stations' efficiency and our
ability to produce even better quality
programming for our listeners."

WIDE ORBIT

For more information, please contact:
Mike Zinsmeister, Vice President, Sales

(0) +1.828.252.8891

(M) +1.828.712.2843

mikez@wideorbit.com

OUR STATIONS RUN

SMOOTHLY WITH

WIDEORBIT AND

THAT MAKES MY

JOB MUCH EASIER."

RICK ARMON
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

GOOD KARMA BROADCASTING

BEAVER DAM, WI

WO AUTOMATION FOR RADIO 2.1
THE MOST ADVANCED AND POWERFUL

RADIO AUTOMATION SYSTEM DELIVERING

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH TRAFFIC

TO LEARN MORE JR SCHEDULE A DEMO:

www.wideorbit.com/automationdemo
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A different
Radio Show

64/didn't see you at the show." When the spring NAB Show ends, I often say
this to people I know were there, but because of the size of the convention,
our paths never crossed. The 2010 Radio Show is now behind us, and

I can say the same thing, although for very different reasons.
The 2010 Radio Show was not like previous NAB Radio Shows. It was

a smaller event. It was cosponsored by the NAB and the RAB. It was held
in a new city. And unfortunately, it attracted
very few engineers.

For the NAB and RAB, it is likely being consid-
ered a successful event. They work on quantity of
attendees and exhibitors. From hearing comments

from NAB and RAB leaders, they were pleased in
general with the event. There were some differences
this year compared to previous years, and the NAB
and RAB were adjusting along the way.

For a station owner, general manager, sales
manager and possibly program director, it was
likely a good event. There were lots of oppor-
tunities to network with colleagues with those
responsibilities.

But for the engineers, I don't think the show
was such a success.

Remote Up in the Air?
Get it ON the Air with ACCESS!
"We were invited to ride along in a hot air balloon to help promote the Grove City Balloon;
and Tunes Festival near Columbus," says Matt Bruning of WTVN in Columbus, OH. "Whei I
asked about doing a live shot from 2,000 feet up, our engineering department went straight
to the shelf with our Comrex ACCESS on it. The unit did a great job...as we expected.
Thanks so much for making a GREAT product like the Comrex Access - so easy even a news
person can use it!"

Whether it's riding in a hot air balloon 2,000 feet in the air or covering it from the
ground, you can always be where the story is. And you don't need a full crew to grab it.
Wherever you are, you con be live on the air - even IN the air - creating pinpoint, relevant
programming that keeps an ever-growing number of listeners glued to their radios.

ACCESS PORTABLE lets you send studio -quality live audio, real time to an
ACCESS RACK at your studio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular (EVDO/UMTS),
4G WiMax, satellite and more to make any remote broadcast really stand out.

There's nothing more immediate than local- connect with your audience from
anywhere with the easy -to -use, handheld ACCESS PORTABLE!

www.comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 300-237-1776 e-mail: info@comrex.com

IP  3G  Wi Fi  4G  BGAN i VSAT  PSTN  DSL

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR
REMOTE BROADCAST



VIEWPOINT
There were some shortcomings with the loca-

tion. The hotel had rooms and events scattered
on several floors. Signage was poor. The exhibits
(called the Marketplace) and the session rooms
were adjacent, and attendees had to go through
the Marketplace to enter the session rooms.

The exhibits themselves were table -top displays.
Four tables were placed in a square. The aisle
between the tables were very narrow. There was
little room to navigate, let alone to conduct any
business with so many people - including compet-
ing manufacturers - crowded together.

When sessions ended, there was a flood of people
on the exhi bit floor, but they were merely trying to pass

through. They weren't stopping at the exhibits.
I heard many exhibitors complain about the cost

of the exhibit space. From the exhibitor's standpoint,

the price per square foot to exhibit was very high.
The NAB/RAB don't think of it as renting a space,
but rather reaching an, audience. Unfortunately,
there wasn't much audience in attendance.

One major change this year: No free exhibits -
only passes were issued. The only way to get on
the exhibit floor was to pay at least $450. Some
exhibitors told me they had to purchase additional
badges for their exhibit team to get on the floor

With no free exhibits -only passes, the organizer
excluded most engineers from the region fror'
attending. While the desire of the NAB and RAB

was to attract a quclified audience, this move
also excluded most regional engineers from
dropping in for the day to see what equipment
was being shown.

And there was little actual equipment being
shown because of the table -top layout.

One way to describe the Radio Show: A re-
gional conference at national convention rates.
Many exhibitors told me they had no interest in
returning in 2011.

According to the NAB, the Radio Board wants
its own convention. Radio tends to get lost at the
spring convention. I understand this, however, if
tie NAB/RAB want o host a fall show, fie tech -
r ical aspect needs to be revised. While stations
will pay for managers and owners to atte-rd, they
don't want to pay for the engineers to attend. This
is unfortunate land stations need to change that),
but it's a reality the show presenters must accept.
With the current convention approach, I luestion
he sense in trying to attract technical a tendees
and equipment manufacturer exhibitors.

The 2011 convention will be in Chicaco. We'll
see if anything improves.
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Calculating STL
fade margin By Jeremy Ruck, PE

Broadcast auxiliary facilities, and STL systems in particular, tend to get
relegated to the back burner. Many times this equipment is glossed
over in day-to-day operations, and usually winds up being one of the

latter concerns in studio relocation. Understanding the mechanics of your RF
program delivery system, and maintaining a keen grasp of the associated fade
margin can go a long way to diagnosing the rare, but ultimately problematic
impact path failure can have.

In a nutshell, the fade margin is the difference between the received signal
level at the input to the receiver and the sensitivity of the receiver. Typically this

quantity is expressed in decibels. The higher the
number, the more reliable the path.

Creating a path
When analyzing or designing a path, the first step

is to ensure the path is viable. Paths of extraordinary

length are obviously problematic as are those with
substantial terrain obstructions. Cases where obstruc-

tions enter the Fresnel zones, especially the first zone,

or those where reflective paths exist can also chew
away at your margin. Existing operational paths
imply viabiliiy; however, keeping track of signal
levels and margins still makes good sense.

For reference purposes the width of the nth Fresnel

zone at an obstruction in meters is calculated by the
following equation whered 1 and d2 are the distances
from the link end points in meters, D is the total link
distance in meters and f is the frequency in megahertz.

We will, however, neglect situations in this article
where Fresnel zone incursion or reflections occur and

continue the analysis with an ideal path.

F, = ndId2

fD
Next it is crucial to know the length of the path.

Assuming there are no reflection issues, etc., along
the path, then the path attenuation in decibels
between two isotropic antennas is approximated
by the following where d is the path length in km
and f is the frequency in megahertz.

A = 20logiod + 20log /of + 32.44

System components
In addition to the free space attenuation, we

need to look at all of the components between
the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. This includes all antennas and transmis-
sion lines, as well as filters, combiners, surge
protectors, etc., that may lie in the system. From
the manufacturer's data for each component, a
gain o' an insertion loss can be assigned. In some
cases, especially antennas, the manufacturer will
assign a frequency -dependent range of gains. Pay
special attention, however, to the way antenna
gains are specified. This analysis is based on

10 November 2010 RadioMagOnline. corn



QUICK! I GOTTA CONNECT MY IPOD/
CD/LAPTOP/FLASH RECORDER/

TV CAMERA/CASSETTE DECK/WHATEVER!

 MULTIPORT
LINE INPUTS

Muitt-Form4t Audio Interthce
I INT OUTPUTS DIGITAL I/O

SIP )/F MiCGND

C4-0
IBS OFF

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT INPUT OUTPUT

WIC OUTPUTS

HENRY ENGINEERING

MULTIPORT CONNECTS 1111HATEVEW
TO YOUR STUDIO!

It happens all the time....someone rushes into your studio and wants to
connect their 'whatever' to your studio!

It could be pro gear or consumer. It could be analog or digital, AES or S/PDIF.
Does it need XLRs, or a 1/4" phone plug, or a 3.5mm mini -plug, or a phono
plug? Stereo or mono?

MultiPort to the rescue! It provides a central place to connect just about
anything to your studio. Easily plug in professional or consumer gear, analog
or digital, without needing converter boxes, adaptors, patch cords, or last-minute
wires strung from the back of your rack. There's even a USB jack for easy access to
your studio PC, and mono Mic outputs for videocams.

Install a MultiPort in your studio, and eliminate one more hassle in you- day. Whatever, indeed!

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.

HENRY untor- Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
T: 626.355.3656  F: 626.355.0077  email: Info@henryeng.com
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isotropic antennas, so if dipole gains are utilized,
that is dBd instead of dBi, an addition of 2.15dB
to the antenna gain will need to be made. If a
range of gains is specified, considering each
scenario may illuminate potential problems.

Adding the gains together and subtracting the
insertion losses out results in a total system gain.
Typically the sum of the antenna gains will be
much larger than the total insertion losses, thus
your resulting total system gain should be a positive
number. This gain is then subtracted from the free
space attenuation number derived in the second
equation above. This resulting number is the total
path attenuation, or net path loss.

Next the transmitter power output is identified and
converted into dBm. Transmitter powers typically
range from less than a watt up to several watts
depending on the model and make. If the power is
given in watts, convert to milliwatts by multiplying
by 1,000. Then take the base -10 logarithm and
multiply that result by 10 to get dBm. Outputs of
1W will result in +30dBm, while lOW will be
+40dBm, and so forth.

The net path loss previously derived is then sub-
tracted from this number resulting in the received
power level at the far end of the link. The difference
between that value and the receiver sensitivity is
the resulting fade margin. If the receiver sensitivity
is listed in dBm then the conversion is simple. If it

is listed in terms of dBmV, dBuV, pV, or some other
similar unit, additional conversion must occur before

the fade margin drops out of the equation.
The units dBmV, dBuV, and pV are voltage units

while dBm (sometimes written as dBmW) is a power
measurement. The voltage units are related to power

units via the impedance of the equipment under
consideration. STL systems are mostly 500 systems,
so only that case will be considered here, with the
resulting relationships as the following:

dBmV = 47 + dBm
dBpV = dBmV + 60

Note also that dBmV, dBuV, and pV are inter-
related by the following:

dBpV = 20logi0pV = dBm + 107
So as an example let us consider a 950MHz

system that has total fixed loss of 8.5dB, a total
antenna gain of 36.0dB, and a path length of 23.0
kilometers. This system also has a transmitter power
of 10W and a receiver sensitivity of 4pV.

First the free space attenuation is given by:
A = 201og10d + 20log /of + 32.44

A = 27.23 + 59.55 + 32.44 = 119.22dB
The total system gain is then determined and

subtracted from the free space attenuation to get
the total path attenuation or net path loss.

Atotal = A - (Sgain Sloss)
Aual + 119.22 - (36 - 8.5) = 91.72dB

The transmitter power output is 10W, which cor-
responds to +40dBm. Because the net path loss
for the system is 91.72dB, the latter is subtracted

from the former yielding the received power level
of -51.72dBm. The receiver sensitivity, given as
4pV, transforms to a sensitivity of -94.96dB. The
resulting fade margin is 43.2dB.

A particular path
Now that the fade moign is known, how is this

number used to better understand the path? For
starters, the greater the fade margin is, the more
reliable a particular path will be. The fade margin
can, however, be so large as to be indicative of
excessive transmitter power; thus care must be
exercised in that regard. From the fade margin,
we can also predict the reliability of a path in
terms of outage time.

The probability of an outage occurring on a par-
ticular path is given by the following equation:

Undp = * b * (0.0000006) *f * D3 * 10 to

In this equation "a" is assigned a value of 4 for
very smooth terrain including over water, 1 for

average terrain with some roughness, and 0.25 for
mountainous, very rough, or very dry situations. The
variable "b" is set to 0.5 for Gulf coast or other hot
and humid areas, 0.25 for normal interior temper-
ate areas, and 0.125 for mountainous or desert
areas. The variables "f", "D", and "F" respectively
are the path frequency in gighertz, the path length
in kilometers, and the calculated fade margin in
decibels. So our example becomes:

Undp = (1) * (0.25) * (0.0000006) * (0.95) *
(23.0)3 10-121

Undp = 8.298 x 10-8
This is the probability of an outage occurring. The

reliability of the path is just one minus this value. In this

particular instance it would be 99.999992 percent,
which works out to a predicted outage time of around
3 seconds per year. This is obviously a very reliable

path. On the same path, a reduction in the fade
margin to 30dB, results in a reliability of 99.9998
percert. This is about 55 seconds per year of outage
and exceeds the old Ma Bell reliability standard of
five nines. Finally a reduction in the fade margin to
20dB increases the outage time to a little over 9
minutes per year and the reliability is now down to
99.998 percent, or just shy of five nines.

The predicted outage time typically will not oc-
cur all at once, but rather tends to be spread out.
Other environmental factors including precipita-
tion, reflections, and the Fresnel zone incursions
previously mentioned can eat away at the fade
margir, so if you are laying out a path, don't settle
for mediocrity in the numbers. Above all, keep
track cf your existing paths and where they run.
Don't be the engineer that wakes up one morning
to find a high rise building is now square in your
path. That, by the way, is a true story.

Ruck is a senior engineer with D.L. Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL.

12 November 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



You've c of more than callers on the line.

EEO upc3

OEM

HX SINGLE AND DUAL LINE HYBRIDS

Telos is the world leader in broadcast telephone technology. We invented the first adaptive digital
hybrid, and we've been reinventing it ever since. Take the new Hxl and Hx2. With the most advanced
signal processing ever, these POTS hybrids deliver consistently superior performance, regardless of

telephone line characteristics. Your callers will sound amazing, even those on mobile phones.

VX MULTI -STUDIO VolP SYSTEM

VX is the world's first VoIP broadcast phone system. With its powerful
Ethernet backbone, VX is scalable from a few studios to dozens and
connects to everything: POTS, Tl, or VolP. Lines are easily shared
between studios. VX also features our most advanced audio
processing ever. Each incoming line has its own individual hybrid,
allowing multiple calls to be conferenced and aired simultaneously
with superior clarity and fidelity.

NX MULTI -LINE SYSTEM

The Nx6 uses our latest digital hybrid technology for great sound,
even with cell -phone callers. It handles up to six POTS or ISDN
phone lines, and connects to your console via analog, AES/EBU or
Livewrre IP-Audio. Nx provides Caller ID, of course, and a range of
hardware and software phone controllers your operators will love.
Need more lines? Check out the Nx12. Handles twice the number of
phone lines, and can serve two independent studios simultaneously.

AUDIO I NETWORKS
wvvw.telos-systems.com

0 2010 -2011 telos. /goy. Live.ge. VX N.6, N.12, 14a 1 and HO are nademaks of 11.5 Cap
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FCC plans
crack -down on silent stations By Harry Martin

The FCC's Media Bureau, troubled by a growing number of non -
operating stations, is looking into how a station's failure to operate
during the preceding license term might be factored into whether

it is entitled to a license renewal. The renewal cycle for radio stations
begins again June 1, 2011.

200 silent stations: The Commission's records show that nearly 200
AM and FM stations reported being off -the -air as of Sept. 1, 2010. And
beyond that is the separate universe of stations that have ceased operation
but never advised the Commission as required under Sections 73.5614

and 73.1740(0)(4) of the rules.
The regulatory scheme: The rules permit stations

to shut down from time to time, and there are many
good reasons why they might: for example, equip-
ment problems, emergency weather conditions or
economic hardship. The Commission itself routinely
approves suspensions of operation in six-month
increments upon showings of good cause.

Dateline
For noncommercial radio stations in Colorado,

Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota,
their biennial ownership report deadline is Dec. 1.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in the
following locations to place their Annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, Montana,
New Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South
Dakota and Vermont.

The rad o station license renewal cycle begins again
in 2011, with the first batch of renewals being due on
June 1, 2011, for stations in D.C., Maryland, Virginia
and West Virginia.

Such officially sanctioned suspensions cannot last
longer than a year, however. Section 312(g) of the
Communications Act, which the FCC cannot waive
except in extraordinary circumstances, provides that
any station that fails to transmit broadcast signals for
any consecutive 12 -month period loses its license
automatically at the end of that period.

Some at the Commission believe that, despite
the threat of an automatic loss of license, a
number of licensees are turning their stations
off and keeping them off without good cause.
Those licensees dodge expiration, apparently,
by returning to the air for brief periods so as to

avoid a consecutive 12 -month period of silence
under Section 312(g). But, having operated for
a while, they then go back off the air and request
a new silence authorization.

The FCC has never officially addressed the ques-
tion d how long a station has to be on the air to
toll the 12 -consecutive -month period for Section
312(g) purposes. In a 2003 decision the FCC
implied that 24 hours of operation was required,
but that language has not been relied upon in
subsequent decisions.

Renewals may become the focus: The Com-
mission's staff has signaled that it will consider
instances of non -operation during the preceding
license term as part of the renewal process. This
is likely to involve a revision of the renewal ap-
plication form (FCC Form 303-S) to require each
renewal applicant to provide a detailed listing of
instances of non -operation during the preceding
license term. Such a form revision would require
approval by the Office of Management and
Budget, a process that would have to begin soon
if the new reporting requirement is to be in place
in time for June 1, 2010, renewal filings.

A focus on the renewal applicant's performance
during the preceding term is squarely within the
duties assigned the Commission by Congress.
Section 309(k)(1 )(A) of the Act specifies that,
before it can grant an unconditional broadcast
renewal, the FCC must first determine that, dur-
ing the immediately preceding license term, the
licensee "has served the public interest." It is difficult
to imagine how a station could have served the
public interest if it was off the air for a substantial
portion of its license term.

Whether the renewal form will in fact be revised,
remains to be seen. After all, the 200 or so radio
stations off the air as of Sept. 1, represent only
about 1 percent of all AM and FM stations. And
bear in mind that at least some, if not many, of
those 200 stations may be off the air for valid
technical reasons, with no intent to stay off longer
than necessary to fix the problem. Nevertheless, it is
not unusual for a few bad actors to get the agency's
attention thereby causing the FCC to impose new
reporting requirements on a whole industry.

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.
Arlington, Virginia, E-mail: marfinafhhlaw.corn
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY
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Whether you do a little or
do a lot, there are many
choices to meet your needs.
By Gary Eskow

v I

The more things change, the more they stay
the same; that's the cliche, right? True at
times, but when it comes to the way audio

is routed throughout a radio facility, the cliche
is wrong. AoIP wasn't even a dream 15 years
ago, and there have been many advancements
made as of late in how we get audio in and out
of a computer.
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Tascam US -2000

Tascam US -800

Do a little
How to choose an audio interface mostly depends on

needs. How complex is your audio routing scheme? If
a facility simply broadcasts a digital play list all you'll
need is a connection between the hardware that houses
the audio files (and hosts the software that helps you
compile the play list) and your audio console. Firewire,
USB, AES, it doesn't really matter.

Looking a little deeper, one of the great developments
in audio technology has been the democratization of
quality converters. It's no longer necessary to spend tons
of cash to get converters that can output digital signals up
to 96kHz or even 192kHz. Manufacturers of high -end
equipment will tout the design of their input stages and the
ability to output a balanced signal over long cable runs,

0 * * 4 k *

Yellowtec PUC2
for example, and with good reason. For many real -world
applica-ions, however, the most popular audio interfaces
at all price points will do a good job.

As for the choice between Firewire, USB or AES con-
nectivity, all of these protocols will deliver audio of equal
quality; the robust construction of AES cables (especially
when compared to the Alesis ADAT connections that
were a popular alternative a decade ago) leads many
radio professionals to gravitate toward this format. If you
need AES inputs from a piece of equipment that has AES
outputs only, and the ability to route an interface to a
console via Firewire or USB, purchasing an interface with
multiple connections will not bust the bank.

If you're looking for plug -and -go technology, USB in-
terfaces offer convenient options. Yellowtec's PUC2 is a

The Dent IA/IT
Exciter - Ueriod!

IMO

0
4. "

1/42 k.Z ti.  0 0
802Ex

PA Equalizer

. II Only Continental's B 0 2 Ex gives you
"Insight" - IBOC performance at a glance

Ir

PA Equalizer

E xcner

Cort0..b. IC Exeter
Oa.

o A ior (1. sour ...so SCA roo. ...

CantbutztaL
www.contelec.com sales@contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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USB-powered sound card with digital and analog audio
interfaces. This AES-3 device delivers 24-bit/192kHz
performance. It's modular design gives the option to
connect to a variety of interfaces, including analog line
input/output and a microphone interface.

The US -2000 from Tascam is a 16 -input audio inter-
face condensed into 1 RU. It features eight studio -grade
mic preams, with two mic inputs on the front panel. An
additional six balanced '/4" line inputs are provided,
as well as four balanced line outs and stereo digital
I/O. This interface comes with Cubase LE4, a 48 -track
workstation for Mac or PCs.

For laptop users, Tascam's US -800 is a lightweight,
multichannel recording interface that offers eight inputs
and four outputs. Six XLR mics feature phantom power
and 1 92kHz/ 24 -bit audio converters. It also includes
S/PDIF digital audio/MIDI I/O.

Alesis' i02 Express is a two -channel USB recordign
interface with high -quality analog -to -digital and digital -
to -analog converters. It has two input channels with XLR
mic input, a '/4" TRS insert and '/4" TS jack.

Do a lot
If a facility does more - record voice-overs, create music

beds bycutting, pasting, and time compressing music library
files, for example - then the choice is more selective when
it comes to audio interfaces. Of course, the first decision
has to be the workstation itself. It's hard to believe that less

than 20 years ago you had to cough up $ 1 00k or so to
get the recording and editing capability that any of the
current off -the -shelf Macs or PCs leave in the dust.

Let's say you're charged with recording voice-overs. You
know that Pro Toas has become the de facto recording
platform for the video and recording industries, but why
spot the cash for the full program when Pro Tools LE - the
free version that DigiDesign provides with the hope that
it will entice users to buy the complete program - has
all the features needed to do the job?

In this case all that is needed from an audio interface is
a couple of analog or microphone inputs, and a pair of
stereo inputs and outputs, either digital or analog. Even
if analog might do the trick, why not spend the extra
couple of bucks and get an interface with both sets of
outputs. Audio will need to pass through digital connec-
tions at some point. This identical scenario applies for
Adobe Audition, Samplitude from Magix, or any of the
other popular software front ends for a DAW. Be careful
though, some of the older proprietary programs designed
for radio are not as careful about upgrading drivers. You
don't want to purchase a screaming new quad core i7
Windows 7 machine only to discover that your software
hasn't migrated beyond Windows XP.

When it comes to PCIe cards, AudioScience has two
options for analog/digital audio. The high -channel count
ASI5680 PCIe audio adapter. With eight stereo playback
streams fed to eight stereo outpJts and one stereo record

PDM is Program Delay Reinventec
"PDM is a beautiful
design with features
I never knew I could
get in a delay unit. It
performs as good as it
looks, and is backed by
some of the smartest
guys in the business."

-BILL TRAUE
Chief Engineer
Riverbend Communications Blackfoot ID

It's about time
Visit us on the web: www.25-seven.com

INC.

YOU KNOW WE KNOW
RADIO!

CONTACT SCMS
sales@scmsinc.com

1-800-438-6040
www.scmsinc.com

BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
SOLUTIONS
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AudioScience
A515680

AudioScience
A51521 1

Lynx AES15e

stream fed from one stereo input, users can

mix and route anything to anywhere.
AusioScience also created the ASI5211, a PCIe

version of the ASI5111 card. It removes time -critical

audio processing burdens from a PC, featuring two stereo
record streams fed from either a balanced analog input or
an AES/EBU digital input, four stereo play streams mixed to
both a balanced analog output and and AES/EBU digital
output, and a mic input. The analog I/O level has been in-

Digigram
LoLa

creased to +24dBu,
a noise gate added and

GPIO adds two opto-isolated
inputs and two normally open
ielay outputs.

Lynx Studio Technology's
AES16e-50 PCIe card offers multiple
connectivity options. In addition to 16

channels of 192kHz AES/EBU digital
I/O via its two D -sub ports, it has 32

digital I/O channels using AES50 technology, which pro-
vides point-to-point connection for multi -channel audio and
system control over a single CAT -5e or CAT -6 cable.

Lola from Digigram is a low -latency sound card platform
for logg.ng and multi -channel recording. Main features
of the first Lola product Ithe LoLa280) include eight
line -level inputs, two line -level outputs and an optional
eight -channel mic pre -amp in a 1 RU package. It also
includes a built-in mixer with automatic gain control and
a software control panel.

Outside the box, or in?
This leads us to a question: Whether 'tis best to think

outside the box or stay within its confines. Is it better to

Reliable

MYAMINC.

1

FM Splitter/
Patch Panel

Coaxial Transfer
Switch

LPFM/IBOC
Filter 3kW

L PFM/IBOC
Filter 8kW

onsistento

For over 59 years broadcasters have relied on proven MYAT RF

solutions. Frorr rigid transmission line systems to filters to

switches and combiners, we deliver performance on time, every

time. Whether it is basic hardware or full -line integrated engineering

solutions, MYAT designs and builds reliability into every product

we make. And with our unmatched stock and inventory, we can

assist with your immediate requirements and last minute needs.

FM Constant
Impedance Combiner

FM Switchless
Combiner

Learn why so many
broadcasters rely
on MYAT.

1-201-767-5380

www.myat.com
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Resource Guide
Manufacturers of sound cards and audio interfaces

purchase (or stick with( a PCI or
PCIe card -based audio interface
or move over to a stand-alone
interface? Of course, the walk
break down a bit, since many PCI
and PCIe interfaces have break-
out cabling that increases the I/O
capabilities and adds additional
features (a mic pre, perhaps).

Six or so years ago adding audio
capability to a Mac or PC, meant
using PCI - it was the only game
in town. This was a fine option if
you needed a stereo pair of digital ins and outs. PCI
systems are largely legacy products at this time, however.
If you have an interface that uses this technology and are
thinking of moving to a new computer, make sure drivers
are available for the operating system - there's a good
chance they're not available.

PCIe offers much more bandwidth than older cards.
In a few years we should see PCIe cards that are faster
than their forebearers, with even more bandwidth. But to
pass 16 channels of audio with a card -based system, a
number of PCIe audio interfaces are available that will
serve quite well.

If connectivity requirements exceed more than a single
mic pre and pairs of analog inputs and outputs it would
be wise to consider an external hardware unit. USB

AudioScience
302-324-5333

www audioscience com

Digigram
703-875-9100

www.digigram.com

Lexicon
781-280-0300

www.lexiconpro.com

Lynx Studio Technology
714-545-4700

www lynxstudio com

Mackie
800-898 3211

www mackie corn

Prism Sound
973-983-9577

www prismsound com

Roland
800-542-2307

www rolandus com

Tascam
323-726-0303

www tascam com

Yellowtec
+49 2173-967 30

www yellowtec corn

and Firewire have both achieved speed and bandwidth
that allows them to compete with PCIe cards, and 'hese
devices can be purchased in an almost unlimited array
of configurations.

Ethernet and an all -digital pathway, from production
to transmission, may be a reality that is ubiquitous in the
near future. But as long as the human voice is part of
the equation, microphones and interfaces that can input
their signals will be a part of the chain. A wide array of
audio interfaces is available so assess input and output
needs and bandwidth requirements and have fun!

Eskow is a composer and journalist who lives in central New
Jersey. He is a contributing editor for Radio maga7ine's sister
publication Mix magazine. Thanks to Chris Ludwig of ADK Pro
Audio for his input.
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LOOK TO LARCAN FOR INNOVATIVE
IBOC FM SOLUTIONS - ENCORE SERIES
Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audio performance -

LARCAN's new Encore Series offers a superior range of IBOC FM translators.

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimt.m performance - we bring

you the best in IBOC FM broadcast technology. Encore, Applaud innovation.

We hear you. Loud and clear.

IBOC FM Translator
(Model DRT-01)

1-303-665 8000  Fax 1 303 673 9900 ( .irm(1,1 Tel 1.9C5-564-9222  Fax 1-905-564 9244

www.larcan.com Email: salesplarcan.com
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Encore Series Features:

 Superior IBOC FM Performance & Coverage

 Extensive Power Rance from 25W to 250W

 Broadband Design

 Frequency Agile

 Integrated Features &Adaptable

 Complete Solutions for Analog FM &

IBOC Digital Radio

 Innovative Design
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r FACILITY SHOWCASE

CBC/Radio-Ca'
French Radio Service Upgra

Transition to a fully digital
infrastructure enables
centralized network

operations

By Roger Maycock

rjetermined to increase operating efficiencies by having
a more advanced means of gathering and manag-
ing program material from multiple sources located

throughout Canada, CBC/Radio-Canada's French Radio
Service (Radio de Radio -Canada, www.radio-canada.ca) has
reached a lofty milestone in its multi -year plan to enhance its
facilities. In July, the Montreal broadcast operations center
completed a major phase that dramatically upgraded the radio
master control center, including the replacement of a legacy
analog switcher that had maxed out its capacity and had no
provisions for expansion. Following an extensive evaluation
of its facilities and operations, determining a course of action
that would allow for future growth, and completing contract
negotiations, a new central audio router and control system
for all of Radio -Canada's radio production and distribution
was put into service.

CBC/Radio-Canada's new Studio 17 and
control room (inset).
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The notice is out -a new EAS/CAP compliance deadline looms ahead. And the best
wav to keen Vol" station in compliance is the DASDEC-II. flexible emeraencv messaaina
plafform. Cover all your EAS and CAP requirements in one easy to use, easy to maintain,
and surprisingly affordable package. Call 585-765-1155 today or visit
www digitalalertsystems.com. Don't delay - the deadline is just around that corner.

AADi ital AlErt I Your Partner on the Road to EAS & CAP compliance
A ystErns wow dIgItalalertsystems ,om
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Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X-10006
Bring major market sornd to
your radio station with the dual.
ho-swappable 600 Wat- RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B.
(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances. X -1000B offers high
-eliability and built-in redundancy.
Set ready to save money while
mproving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!

ARMSTRONG
AMICRAINISNAITTER CORPORA-1-10N

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.com A www.armstrongtx. i I
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We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

Questions?
Call us:
914-872-4069

Get ready to add CAP to your Emergency Alert System
capabilities:

 AES/EBU Digital Audio
 LAN/Internet connectivity
 Web browser based control and monitoring
 More logging, mailing, and remote control options
 Free downloadable upgrade to final version of CAP 1.2

The Digital ENDEC is a drop -in replacement for the
classic ENDEC, but new users love it too.

The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one -box solution for
CAP and EAS.

Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue. Suite 641N. Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069 info@sagealertingsystems corn
www.sagealertingsystems.com

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

CBC/Radio-
Canada

The Toronto office of Rastatt, Germany -
headquartered lawn, known for its digital
audio networking and console systems, was
awarded the contract to deploy a system
incorporating its router and audio network-
ing technologies in conjunction with VSM
(Virtual Studio Manager) control software.
Radio -Canada's new system includes the
Lawo DSHS (Dual Self -Healing Star) router
configuration with two fully redundant Nova
73 router cores - one located in the radio
master equipment room and the other in the
TV master equipment room. Each router is
equipped with 54 MADI ports, three DSP
boards that process 184 signals each, and
19 Lawo DALLIS frames for input/output.
Michel Leduc, broadcast engineering man-

ager for CBC/Radio-CanadasFrench Services,
commented on the extent of the facility upgrade,

"We were aware of several new projects on the
horizon that required greater switcher capacity,

so the necessity of upgrading our broadcast
center was vital. We were looking for state-
of-the-art technology that offered expansion,
reliability, along with the possibility of having
control and DSP capabilities."

Routing provisions
The Lawo DSHS routing system utilizes a

de -centralized architecture that literally spans
all areas of the Montreal broadcast complex.

A temporary control room will be
used until additional renovations
occur. Completion is expected in
December 2010.

For full system redundancy, each DALLIS frame

is connected to both Nova 73 HD cores. The
DSHS system utilizes a special application
for the Nova 73 router whereby all potential
single points of failure - including the rack
and room where the main frames reside -
are doubled. A link between the two cores
ensures that if the radio core fails, the TV
core will assume responsibilities. Of equal
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The Pro -Bel I/O (top) and the
Lawo core (above) in the radio
equipment room

igniti(..u11(.., it ally put nal failure occurs, the
alternate core can assume those functions
while the remaining tasks are managed by
the partially impaired core.

Support for existing hardware was deemed
crucial to enable the project to move forward
in phases - thus enabling Radio de Radio -
Canada to better manage the revitalization
process from both operational and financial
perspectives. "We have a number of existing
Pro -Bel HD series MADI frames and Studer mix-

ing consoles that remain operational," states
Leduc. "The old Pro -Bel switcher is based on
MADI communication between the I/Os and
the core. To avoid replacing all the existing
analog feeds, the MADI feeds are tied to
the Lawo core. This arrangement enables us
to continue using the existing analog feeds

and helps CBC/Radio-Canada make the transition to a fully digital
infrastructure while maintainvig interim support for legacy hardware.
Equally mportant, this setup helps us control our costs."

Software control
Managing the new signal routing capabilities is a VSM-based ap-

plication jointly developed by Lawo and Radio -Canada personnel
with a significant amount of support from Bingen -Germany -based L -S -B

Broadcast Technologies, the developers of Virtual Studio Manager.
Encompassing more than 34 PC -based stations with a combination
of virtual panels, custom designed touch screens, or mouse control
panels, the software provides a highly integrated control and man-
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Read what our users say...
KJDL, Lubbock, TX

I like (Xtreme) a lot! Once we got things together we never have any problems. (Xtreme) is a 9 out of

10 for usability. It didn't take me long to figure out. I picked up most of the major (features) in the first

day. (The Xtreme) is user-friendly for all involved."

Jessie Walker. Program Director

DMS Broadcasting, San Francisco, CA
" When we started. we were jumping into something we knew nothing about! We called your tech sup-

port & within a day they had a solution. It was miraculous. They helped us get wired up & set up. (Tech

Support) had a positive & upbeat attitude. They went above & beyondi"

David Trudrung, General Manager & Co-owner

WDHC, Berkley Springs, WV
" We are absolutely pleased. I especially like the game scheduling feature. it works great for Mountain-

eer West Virgnia University games. I rate it a 9 because we can schedule 2 games simultaneously &

flip flop when there are rain delays. It works great for sports talk!'

Mike Hurst, Engineer

KSVL, Yerington, NV
"/ love (Xtreme)! We've been running (Xtreme) for a year & a half even,/ single day & we give it a 10! It's

easy to learn & use. Good support & it's dependable!"

George Lemait, Station Manager

KSMZ, Alexander. AR

" Xtreme has more flexibility, sounds better & has fewer problems then our stations running (other auto-

mation systems). It's easier to program & a 9 compared to other programs out there."

Scott Gray

and MANY more...

Join the hundreds...
... of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full fea-

tured, it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from

either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy

'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW)

www. akis-systems.com



WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?

Kiwtonitc

Dig ilink-Xtreme
only $1011 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

970-461-0730 ext 309



CBC/Radio-Canada

The Harris, Dalet, VSM,
Avocent systems in the TV
equipment room.

agement system for Radio de
Radio -Canada's MCR (master
control room) operation. On
any two independent work-
stations, two operators con
handle the entire system. "Our
other key challenge with this
project," states Leduc, "was to
develop an easy to use GUI
(graphical user interface) that
offered the necessary amount
of alarms and other features to
facilitate our present and future
on -air radio operations."

Jean -Marc Gellatly, director
of production studio radio and
radio operations at Radio de
Radio -Canada, commented on
the considerable technological
leap this represents, "We
knew that today's cutting -edge
technology would allow us to
completely rethink how the
MCRs of the future would be

managed and operated and, with this implementation,
we are positioned to maximize radio's role in a completely
integrated content company."

The Radio-Canada/Lawo-designed VSM software

includes provisions for metering upward of 72 stereo
streams as well as automatic multilayer apology, fading,
alarm logging and processing for more than 150 on -air
busses. The system incorporates Avocent 5010 KVM
management (a switcher system for assigning control
functions to any of the 100+ various computer stream/
keyboard/mouse stations) and offers sophisticated XY
control of 4,000 x 4,000 mono signals - the new sys-
tem's present capacity. Additionally, the VSM software
provides integrated alarm monitoring and logging for all
Lawo components. Depending upon the actual screen/
function an operator is working on, the VSM system
provides tremendous flexibility in tracking all source and
destination signal routing, the ability to view color -coded
alarm displays for managing the status of all automated
output busses, along with processing panels to address
alarm conditions, plus numerous other functions.

Radio de Radio -Canada's new Lawo/VSM system
also supports extensive remote access provisions. "The
entire MCR is a virtual setup," Leduc explains. "Via IP
protocol, the system can be controlled with ease from
any place in the world and, as one would expect,
includes on elaborate system of protection and security
mechanisms. With full remote access to the system in
the event of a crisis, operators have the ability to patch
into the network and run everything remotely should the
occasion ever arise - making our radio operations more
secure than ever."
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Actual on -air feeds are handled by Radio de Radio -

Canada's Harris 8200 Series automation system. "Inter-
facing with our Harris system was another crucial aspect
of this project," states Leduc. "Here too, the combination
Lawo/VSM setup manages production and routing feeds
for all content going through the Harris system and in-
cludes stop fades or V fades of signals for smooth signal
transition. The VSM supports integration for apology and
router control, and enables our existing radio consoles
to control the router directly."

An eye on the future
CBC/Radio-Canada's French Radio Service is now

in the process of expanding the system by 18 more
DALLIS frames and additional buses. In August, another
14 on -air output busses were added and an additional
expansion phase will add roughly another 44 on -air
output buses in 2011.

"We are extremely optimistic about the opportunities the
new combination Lawo/VSM system provides," Leduc
says. "The new Lawo router control system replaces our
aging, analog master control room infrastructure, includ-
ing a massive patchbay that consisted of approximately
11,000 patch points that were being handled manually,
with a much more efficient system that offers the ability
to grow as our requirements evolve."

"The new system airs all of the programming for Radio-

Canada's Premiere Chaine, including its top -rated morning

Equipment list
Avocent 5010 KVM management system
Harris 8200 Series Automation System
L -S -B Broadcast Technologies VSM (Virtual Studio Manager)

control software
Lawo Nova 73 HD routers with Dual Self -Healing Star topology,

three DSP cards and 19 DALLIS I/O cards
Pro -Bel HD series MADI System 3 Controller
Studer model 963, On Air 2000. On Air 3000 digital console

show "C'est bien meilleur le rna'in" ( Its better in the rnorn-

ing"las well as its entire sister Networl. Espace musique's

programming. While there remains mach to do, our new
equipment is already providing return on investment.
Though we are presently in a temporary control room
setup as additional renovations are being made, I fully
expect the new system to dramatically increase operat-
ing efficiencies. I m really looking forward to December
when the bulk of the renovation and construction will be
completed and we can settle into our newly upgraded
facilities. With the integration of ou- existing consoles
and studios, our new setup provides decentralized access
to any signal throughout our complex, and this provides
increased functionality and efficiency throughout the entire
CBC/Radio-Canada system."

Maycock is the owner of Mountaincrest Communications.
Downey, CA.
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The A5I5211. Not another dumb card. With a
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and 48V phantom power supply, on -board DSP,
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Virtual Studio
Manager (VSM)
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offer broadcasters
unpreceden-ed
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Multimedia for Digital Radio
By Timothy B. Anderson, CSRE DRB CBN-I

Digital radio can deliver exciting new revenue
streams to broadcasters by leveraging data and
file transfer capabilities that will enhance the

listener experience with multimedia elements such as album

art, liner and programming notes, news, weather, traffic
and sports to broadcasts. Because of its low cost, large
footprint and ubiquitous nature, digital radio's bandwidth
may also be made available for subscription services.

Data and multimedia capabilities have been designed
into all DRB systems, including HD Radio, from the
beginning. There are well-defined standards for data
and multimedia applications that allow for the develop-
ment of Application Program Interfaces (APIs) within
the transmission and receiver ecosystems. Several HD
Radio applications have already been developed and
deployed. Figure 1 shows the complete audio and data
signal flow of the HD Radio system.

An album artapplication provides theability to deliver JPEG,

GIF and PNG8 images synchronized with audio program -

Supplemental
1,11,1 prOrr,11,'.

AAS MtlX

Main program
nnrlin

Audio encode'
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All1111111ML

E2Xdata

Channel encoder

RF
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Figure 1. The complete audio and data
signal flow of the HD Radio system

ming on HD Radio broadcasts. A Software Development
Kit (SDK) for receiver partners is available from iBiquity and
has already been implemented in the new JVC receivers.
Clear Channel is currently testing this capability in several
markets. This function, now called Artist Experience, was
demonstrated by iBiquity at the 2010 Radio Show.

Traffic services provide textual and graphic traffic and
transportation system information in standardized transmis-

sion protocols. These can be displayed on enabled HD
Radio receivers or overlaid on GPS navigational systems
equipped with the HD chip set. Clear Channel's Total
Traffic Network and The Broadcast Traffic Consortium
provide these services to subscribers in many markets.
Journaline, developed by Fraunhofer IIS and deployed by

Clear Channel in the United States, provides hierarchically
structured information that the user can access on topics of
interest in a magazine type format. Menus and text content

are encoded in JML (Journaline Markup Language) for
transmission to subscribers' HD Radio receivers.

Electronic program guide (EPG) offers users the ability
to navigate, select, and discover content by time, title,
channel and genre from an onscreen graphical program
guide. IBiquity has developed an EPG data structure and
client application specifically for HD Radio. Field trials
of the overall EPG ecosystem for U.S. radio broadcast-
ing are now underway, with funding and management
provided by the NAB Fastroad program.

Conditional access provides pay -for -play and other
restricted access services. The conditional access archi-
tecture for HD Radio easily integrates into the HD Radio
system. The conditional access unit at the station scrambles
the data streams and entitles specific radio receivers to
access the content by addressing the receiver's unique
electronic serial number (ESN).

Push Radio is another exciting new technology that will
send podcasts and other specific information and targeted
programming directly to the listener's digital radio over the air,

without the need for an Internet connection. This technology is

currently being developed by Beijing Jolon and Commercial

Radio Australia for use on the DAB+ system. There is interest

in developing this concept for HD Radio.

Data transmission system
The Importer is responsible for multiplexing all of the Ad-

vanced Applications Services (AAS), supplemental audio
(HD2, HD3, etc.) and data services presented to it by the
audio and data clients. The data services are encoded
separately from the audio stream via the Radio Linking
Subsystem (RLS) and are multiplexed into the Importer to
Exporter (12E) IP stream for transport to the Exporter.
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WorldBand Media Delivers on HD2
By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

'II admit it's been several years since I heard the phraseI "killer app" applied to HD Radio, but I recently found
out about (what is at least) a very interesting use of a station's
secondary channel HD Radio capability right here under my
nose in New York. I did some research and a little digging
and now I want to tell you about it.

New York has its share of foreign -language SCAs on the
air, but recently one foreign -language broadcaster teamed
with Emmis Communications to make use of WRKS'

multicast capability to transmit
its specialized format to the large
southern -Asian community that

lives in the greater New York area.

This specialized broadcaster is
WorldBand Media.

WorldBand Media's approach
to delivering its programming
to the New York market is

MPLS-E

Ethernet

Cisco 1841

APT
Horizon

Audemat
Digiplexer 2/4

Ethernet

DSL modem

Verizon

L
Confidence return
to WBM

L

is a Layer II WAN service. You can think of it as a LAN
turned into a WAN.) This Layer II connection is made to
a Cisco 1841 router. An Ethernet output from the Cisco
is then connected to an APT Horizon, which takes the IP-
stream in, and puts analog audio out. (The same Ethernet
connection is used to manage the Horizon.) The analog
outs are routed to an Audemat Digiplexer 2/4.

The Digiplexer is the heart of this system and has
several critical functions. It uses the analog outs from
the Horizon as its primary feed. (We'd all call this the
"main" STL.) At the same time, it is also able to pull
down streaming audio (MP3 codcc) from an IceCast/
Shoutcast streaming server - and to use it in the event
that the "main" STL is failed. Again referring to Figure
1, the "backup" STL is actually delivered to the site via
a DSL supplied by Verizon. This particular link is also
used to manage the Digiplexer remotely.

According to Audemat, the Digiplexer can also use
an internal HDD to source audio files. In the
event that both the main and backup STLs are
unavailable, the unit can be set to play out files
from this drive.

The Digiplexer also has the capability of

L

To WRKS
importer

Figure 1. MPLS-Ethernet is basically a Layer II WAN
service -a LAN turned into a WAN.

very much like that of any
local broadcaster. The format
delivered by WRICS's HD2
stream is known as HumDesi

Radio, and according to the website, HumDesi radio is the
largest south Asian radio network.

The big difference between WBM and local broadcasters
though is that the program itselforiginates from a centralized
location (outside the market) and is delivered via IP to the
WRKS transmitter site on top of the Empire State Building.
More specifically, the connection to New York is made via
an MPLS-E connection provided by a major international
carrier. (Take a look at Figure 1. Basically. MPLS-Ethemet

processing the audio - making use of what Audemat
refers to as the HQSound processor. It's available in 1-,
2- or 4 -band versions. WorldBand is using HQSound
for some processing effects ahead of the unit's analog
outputs.

Those analog outputs from the Digiplexer feed inputs
to a local EAS encoder, so that the appropriated EAS
tests and messages can be sent out on the WRKS HD2
stream. The input to the EAS box is effectively the
demark between World Band Media and Emmis/NYC.
After that, the WRKS importer handles the audio just
like any other Importer would.

Continued on page 33

The DAB Answer Series is an ongoing series of articles that cover the technology of digital audio broadcasting.
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Currently, the HD Radio stream can carry up to four
streams of digital audio. The number of simultaneous data
streams varies depending on available bandwidth, the
data protocol used and the logical channel employed.
Consideration must be given to the delivery time re-
quirements of the data and available bandwidth. More
bandwidth can be allocated to the data services at the
expense of audio service bandwidth if faster delivery
and/or larger file sizes are needed.

10.7MHz
IF

AGC

eband processor

Figure 2. The two
components of an
HD Radio receiver
are the baseband
processor and the
host porocessor.

Digital I/O
baseband

Host

Display

Data to
external
applications

There are four underlying transport protocols used
to encode the data received from a data client prior
to application into the RLS transmission stream. When
transferring synchronized images, the difference between
the packet delivery methods can dictate how far in ad-
vance of the associated audio the image must be sent
to ensure it is available for display when the associated
audio arrives:

 Standard packet encoding encapsulates a predeter-
mined set of bytes received from the client and is best
suited for non -real-time applications and file transfers
where the file sizes are known and packet encapsulation
is fixed by the originating application.

 Flex packet encoding lifts the packet size restriction and
allows packet sizes independent of allocated bandwidth
and is best suited for non -real time applications.

 Byte streaming protocol simply accepts bytes from
the client as they arrive. As the bytes flow into the RLS
they are buffered and the transmission system decides
how best to break them up into frames based on the al-
located bandwidth. Byte streaming is the most efficient
method of data transfer and should be considered for
custom application development that can provide mes-
sage management.

 Large Object Transfer (LOT) is an Application Pro-
grammir g Interface (API) that allows a station or service
provider to transfer large data objects of any type
through 'he HD Radio transmission system to a receiver
equipped with a LOT decoder. Album art applications
use the LOT protocol.

A consideration in transmitting audio associated data,
whether PSD or album art, via HD Radio is that there is
no inherent provision for synchronization of audio with
the data services. This makes synchronization of audio
and graphics quite unpredictable without some tools and
methods of synchronization.

To adcress this, system latencies are calculated to
determine when the data client application needs to
start transmission for on -time arrival. The actual presen-
tation tine of each image is controlled by including
a custom ID3 "trigger" tag that is transported along
with the other Program Service Data (PSD) information.
Upon receiving this trigger tag, the receiver executes
the appropriate command to provide display synchro-
nization with the audio content.

Receivers
Specia: application software is needed on the re-

ceiver side when presenting multimedia data to the
user. This software is used to decode and present a
specific type of data. Standards are defined as to how
the data is structured and transported, and how it is

to be decoded and presented by applications within
the host processor. These specific applications reside
on the receiver's host processor.

As seen in Figure 2, there are two primary components
in an HD Radio receiver: The baseband processor and
the host p'ocessor. RF signals are received by a fairly con-
ventional tuner which provides a 10.7MHz IF signal to the
IF processor, where it is demodulated into digital I and Q
baseband signals. The digital I/Q are de -multiplexed into
audio and data streams, and audio is sent to the audio
decoder for conversion to an audio output for amplifica-
tion. All data is sent separately to the RLS decoder, where
it is reformatted back into the original structure and sent to
the host microprocessor. Here, the appropriate application
prepares the data for presentation.

The host microprocessor contains the application soft-
ware to initiate the necessary interaction with the various
applications. The LOT decoder (if present) reformats any
LOT data "eceived and sends it to the RLS decoder prior
to processing.

While cisplays and capabilities vary, the necessary
hardware for these advanced data multimedia applica-
tions already exists in most of the current generation HD
Radio receivers. It is up to receiver manufacturers to
develop the host micro applications to make these new
features available. This is where most of the development
work neecs to take place to provide media -rich content
and data services over digital radio broadcasts. A

Anderson is manager, radio transmission strategic market and
product development, Harris, Mason, OH.
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Continued from page 31

Of course due to the nature of the IP-based system,
a confidence -return audio feed can be sent back to
WBM's central location as well. Everyone needs an
air -monitor, right?

The second interesting aspect of the WRKS IBOC
transmission here in New York is that it is the only (as far
as I know, and as of the day of this writing) higher -power
IBOC on the air in the market.

The determination of the correct (increased) TPO is
quite simple as long as you marshal all the correct facts
about the transmission system to be used. After picking
the antenna to be used you will know the correct power
gain (that figure comes from the manufacturer). Take
the target ERP and divide that by that antenna power
gain. This gives you the power you need to get right to
the input of the antenna. Then, add up all the losses seen
looking backward toward the transmitter itself. In the
case of WRKS' IBOC transmission system, this includes
combiner losses in addition to small losses due to the
length of the transmission line from the output of the
transmitter on the 85th floor of Empire, up to the location
of the combiner on the 87th floor, in addition to small

losses from the combiner output to the antenna input.
If those losses were (for example) 1dB total, then you
would add that 1dB to the power needed at the antenna
input itself to derive the power level ultimately needed at
the output of the transmitter. Steve Pepe, Emmis' chief
engineer in New York, engaged Tom Silliman, President
of ERI (the antenna manufacturer) to do these cafes and
to bless the various transmission lines, and antenna input
power handling capability as all being up to the task of
handling the higher IBOC power.

Pepe also told me that there have been no complaints
about interference to the main signal from the IBOC carriers
either before, or after, the power increase.

Hum Desi has a section on its website dedicated to helping

potential listeners find the right HD Radio for themselves.
I have to believe that this is easier (and less expensive) than
finding an SCA radio nowadays.

Kudos to Emmis and WorldBand Media for making
use of IBOC technology in this fashion.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel
NYC and chief engineer of VVKTU, New York. Contact him at
doug@dougirmh net. Thanks to Steve Pepe of Emmis and
Brad Herd of WBM for their help with this article.
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Return to the Planet of the Apps

ast month I highlighted some apps that may be useful to a broadcast
I...dengineer. We received lots of additional suggestions. While mobile
device apps abound, we have received a few recommendations that are not
specifimIlv mobile apps.

One website, Speedtest.net, is an Internet access
bandwidth test that verifies upload and download rates.
And if you want an app for your iPhone, iPod Touch or
iPad, one is available.

We need year Ups!
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to eam SBE
recertification credits.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline min

Tuneln Radio is an
iPhone/iPod Touch app
that accesses more than
40,000 streaming ra-
dio stations. While it's

designed as a consumer
app, it's handy to monitor

a station when you're out of town.

Augmented reality apps
use the iPhone's camera
to overlay additional in-

formation in the display.
Spyglass displays a
military -spec compass,
tracker and finder for GPS

locations, constant bearings, sun, moon and
star locations, inclinometer, sextant, rangefinder,
angular calculator, maps and other data over the
active camera view or a map. Objects can be
assigned a primary target to easily locate them
when in view.

Want to keep an eye
on servers, routers and
other network devices
connected to the Internet
or LAN? Try Net Status
to check availability and
verify their status. The app

runs on an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad.

Another useful app to
check on the integrity of
a network is Scany. This
app for iPhone, iPod Touch

and iPad performs a dozen
of queries at once to see
who is on a network, look

at data a hacker might seek, identifying potential
malicious intruders on a Wi-fi hotspot, scan ports,
look at which IP addresses are in use on a DHCP
network and more.

By Chriss Scherer, editor

ENTER

MathU RPN calculator
is a Reverse Polish Nota-
tion (RPN) scientific and
financial calculator for the
iPhone and iPod Touch. The

calculator supports double
precision accuracy and

has 96 functions including 15 financial functions,
four number bases and 10 statistical functions.
There are 20 memory registers. It supports a
portrai. and landscape keypad. The company
(Creative Creek) also makes calculators for Palm,
Windows Mobile and soon Droid.

Good Reader for
iPhone (and iPod Touch)
is a multi -format file reader.

!icon read PDF, TXT, MS Of-

fice files and graphic files.
Its claim to fame is that it
can handle very large files

(200MB+) with ease, which can be handy if you
need to open large equipment manuals as PDFs. It
can also highlight and mark text and create sticky
notes in files. These markings can be saved and
read on other computers.

Satellite Sliderule
Pro for the iPhone, iPod
Touch and iPad emulates
a mechanical slide rule

used to find elevation and
azimuth angles toward a
satellite in geostationary
orbit. By setting the satellite

latitude and longitude, the calculator will return
elevation and azimuth angles for the ground
antenna.

There are several clock
apps on the iTunes App
Store. Two recommended
to us are Atomic Clock
from Awyse (seen left) and
Atomic Clock CS2 from
Compulab. The Awysever-

siL,: u._Luracy within a microsecond. The
Compulab version has a familiar interface: It looks
like a clock used on Gorgy Timing clocks.

Got an app to share?
We're looking for your picks for a favorite
remote desktop app.
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Modular Operation in Op -X allows
for a tiered system at a fraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of access ng all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote vc ice -tracking allows for
creation cf content for remote
studios also running Op -X.
The revolutionary design of
Op -X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op -X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op -X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.
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A fast pared station needs a system that can
keep up aid is easy to use. Op -X gives us the
torts we nted to deliver the sound Houstonians
ham come to expect from KRBE."

-Leslie Whittle. Program Director
KRBE, Houston. --TX
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REFRESH

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE  POWERFUL  REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced

to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is

with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at the

new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -

station cluster. Op -X's versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with

either Axia lP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store

352-622-7700
www. b g s.c c
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Broadcast Tools
Site Sentinel 4

By Michael Bradford,
CPBE

Tucked into a corner of the transmitter room at WILS in Lansing, MI, are
two racks full of equipment that constitute the uplink for the Michigan
Farm Radio Network. This satellite delivery provider began almost

30 years ago in the corner of a parking lot in Milan, MI, and served affiliates
with farm market news that impacted a tri-state area.

When Saga Communications purchased the system and moved it to the
present Lansing location, the expansion of services soon included uplinking
the Detroit Tigers, Lions, Pistons and Red Wings. This was followed by the
Illinois Radio Network with studios in Chicago, and most recently, the Min-

nesota News Network, with its main studios in
Minneapolis/St. Paul.

For many years we have depended on various
Broadcast Tools equipment to permit dial -up audio
monitoring, remote switching and, most recently,
Internet -based control of re -boot functions for two
Nexus ISDN codecs using the Broadcast Tools

Performance at a glance
Analog metering
for four separate

channels

Built-in power
loss detector

Contacts for remote
power control

Control relays

Euroblock screw
terminal connections

Four logic relay
interfaces

Optional temperature
probe

Status/logic

Status monitoring
for four channels

Stereo silence sensor

Web Switch. It soon became obvious that we
needed more capability than existed with our
previous dial -up units.

Affiliate access
Engineer Ralph Haines, Michael J. Ostlund from

the Minnesota News Network, Dennis Mellott,
Saga's GM in Lansing, Stephen Paul from the Saga

Detroit office, and I all put our heads together to
plan for a system that would permit access to all
five affiliates' T-1, ISDN, dial -up and alternate
program systems. This is where the Broadcast
Tools Site Sentinel 4 entered the picture.

The recent installation of a hi -speed Internet
connection into the uplink site to accommodate
our Web Switch opened a whole new venue for

remote control and monitoring. The Site Sentinel
4 is a cost-effective, ' /3RU device for Web -based
remote control, monitoring, status alerts and relay
interface with other equipment from virtually any-

where with access to the Internet. This includes the
newest Web -capable hand-held devices.

Reviewing the Site Sentinel's capabilities gave me
the immediate impression the designer had been
sitting in on our brain -storming sessions all along;
here was a tool that included analog metering
for four separate channels, status monitoring for
four channels, four logic relay interfaces for direct
interface with other equipment, a stereo silence
sensor, a built-in power loss detector, a separate
set of contacts for remote power control via a
third -party device and an optional temperature
probe. All of these features are programmable
in numerous manners to accommodate a host of
user requirements.

Every feature can be accessed over any IP
network, including a private network, IP-based
industrial control network and, of course, the

Internet. It even features a logging system for
parameter snapshots, alarms, status, metering
and temperature sensing that will e-mail anyone
of eight recipients with routine metering and/or
alarm situations.

The device is equipped with four buffered high -
resolution 10V metering (analog) channels, four
optically isolated status/logic channels configured
for 5 to 24Vdc wet or dry inputs (user selectable
with jumpers), four channels of SPST 1A relays that
may be latched on or off or pulsed with user -defined

timing. It also features a separate, isolated relay
with user -selectable contact assignment to interface
with an external device, such as Middle Atlantic
RLM-15-1C, 20-1C or RUV130-L530-1 ac controller
devices to turn higher current external equipment
on, off or reboot as required. SNMP and SMTP
username and passwords are also supported.

Because each channel of control can be pass-
word protected, it is possible to assign security
clearance for each of the four separate affiliates at
the MFRN up -link its own password. This permits
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everyone to monitor what's going on at
any time, but limits control functions to
those with specific password authority.

Programming for Internet
I called our ISP for the uplink to obtain

the specific IP address, gateway, sub mask

and related data necessary to program
the remote control for Internet connec-

Broadcast Tools
P 877-250-5575

W www.broadcasttools.com

E bti@broadcasttools.com

tion, once I made the initial decisions
for the various metering and status/logic
channels. For complete programming the
manual shows many options.

For instance, each of our four affiliates
is assigned a separate username and
password. This permits them to monitor
all the metering and alarm channels, but
have access to cortrol functions exclusive
to their particular network. The power
failure alarm is sent to our main ops
center in Lansing, with copies to me and
engineering associate, Ralph Haines. We
can access the site via Internet and deter-
mine what action is required. I placed the
temperature probe in the exhaust stream
for the HPA at the uplink, and connected
the power -loss power supply ahead of the
UPS ac supply. Separate summary -alarm
contacts in the codecs connect directly to
the remote control and are programmed
to send an e-mail to the particular affili-
ate's engineer and our local engineers.
We are planning on adding a Nitrogen

MODEL 340

low-pressure alarm for the wave -guide in
the near future.

Because the four relays can be pro-
grammed for on, off or pulse, I use them

to reboct those devices that seem to wont
to lock up for no apparent reason now
and then. The connection to these devices
is via the Middle Atlantic ac controllers
mentioned earlier.

The manual is clear and concise; all
questions have been addressed in easy -
to -understand language with screen shots
of exactly what is seen on a PC monitor.
Once al desired changes are made, the
final IP address information and must be
entered and power re -boot the Site Sen-
tinel 4 to set that data into it; non-volatile
memory. The device contairs a recessed
reset button to return to the factory default
settings in the future.

Now we con access the remote control
any time from any PC and change audio
sources, check faults, extract an actual
alarm/metering log and see at a glance
the status of each carrier we uplink at
this site I am looking forward to the Site
Sentinel 16, which is currently available.
Now that I know how easy the Site Sen-
tinel 4 is to program and the multitude
of user--riendly features available, I have
already planned on an expansion at the
Michigan Farm Radio NeNvork uplink.,

Bradford is the owner of Broadcast/Audio
Services, Jackson, MI.

Editor's notes Field Reports are an exclusrve Radio maga-
zine feature for radio broadcasters Eacy report is prepared
by wed -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the rdustiy. for the
industry. Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan
equipment arid to aiding tie author if requested.

it is the responsibdity of Radio magazine to nosh tie
results of any device tested. positive or negative. No report
should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by
Radio magazine.

DYNAMAX MX SERIES
 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-E47-2570
www.sandiesusa.com

SAN DIES

X12E

MODEL 343
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AirTools
Multiband Processor 2m

MN 0

By Jeff Smith,
CSRE CBNT

There are lots of situations in a radio station where you say I sure could
use some help with that audio. Maybe it's with the phones, the stream
or the headphone processing.

We had such an issue here with the way our callers sounded. With people
calling in on bad cell connections, VoIP connections and just plain old noisy
landlines it became very clear that we needed to do something to not only
boost the audio level but also help clean it up.

Right about that time our local SBE chapter, SBE 15, was having a meet-
ing to talk about utility processors. One of the units demoed was the AirTools

Multiband Processor 2m. After seeing the demo,
I decided this unit was worth a try.

The 2m arrived and it installed very quickly.
Our facility is mostly AES, so I liked the fact that

Performance at a glance
Analog and digital I/O

Word clock input

User configurable
audio input failover

Stereo/mono/MS
encode/MS decode

operating modes

Multiple processing
modules included

Up to 50 saved
presets

Windows control
software

Daypart processing
scheduler

the 2m had both AES and analog inputs and
outputs. I ran into a minor issue at this point;
turns out the AES input did not work. I called
Symetrix/AirTools support and immediately got
a technician on the phone. After some trouble-
shooting we determined there was an issue with
this unit. The tech arranged for a new unit to be
sent priority overnight to me and it arrived the
next morning. This one installed with zero issues.
It syncs nicely to our house sync and installed
very quickly. I installed in the air studio of one
of our stations and ran the phone caller audio
through it. I then hooked it to our network so I

could control it from anywhere. Again, this all
went very quickly and was up and running on
the network in about 15 minutes.

Looks and software
The AirTools 2m is pretty basic on the back. It

has an AES input/output, as well as stereo analog
inputs and outputs. Also on the back of the unit
is a BNC connector for word clock, an Ethernet
RJ-45 plug, and a remote/ RS -485 connection. I

did not use the remote/RS-485 connection. The
front of the unit has meters for the input and output
levels, a small display to show presets and some
basic configurations. Also on the front of the unity
are indicators for power, network and a remote
connection. There is also an RJ-45 on the front that
AirTools places a label over, as it is not a network
connection but a remote connection.

The 2m has a software utility that will auto -detect
any units on the network. You can also enter a spe-
cific address. The utility allows full control over the
2m and is much easier to use than the very simple
front panel on the processor. Once connected to the
unit the options seem endless. I found it easiest to
start with one of the 17 presets that come already
installed and up to 50 presets total can be stored
on the processor. These presets seemed to all sound

good but with a little help can sound very good. Also
simple to configure from the software is whether the
box is AES or analog, the sync source and many
audio parameters. The 2m allows control of filters,
AGC, ECG, compression, limiting and more.

The 2m at its core is a DSP-driven, four -band
processor. It responded very well for me with all
sorts of input levels, I did notice, however, that if I

drove the AES input very hard I could create distor-
tion before the processor tried to fix it, resulting in
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something that did not sound that great. This was
only a test though and in the real -world conditions
in the studio the unit preformed very well.

Analog/AES
The unit is capable, as I said before, of both

analog and AES audio. The analog inputs and
outputs can be set as mic or line level and seem
to have plenty of head room. Once the audio is
in the processor it is converted to AES, if it's not
already. The A/D D/A is 24 -bit and does not
degrade the audio at all. The A/D D/A also does
not introduce any noticeable delay to the audio.
The unit has a very low distortion and noise floor of
about -1 00dB. According to AirTools it also has a
dynamic range of 1 1 4dB (A -weighed), I however
go nowhere near needing this much range for
phone calls, so I will take their word for it.

OvProll I ft=p1 fh=, M iltihCTnr1 Prrlra,nr 7m ryPrItIV

helped the audio
quality of our call-
ers. It helped clean
up noisy calls and
helped keep a con-
sistent level between

callers. Any issues I

had were dealt with

FIELD REPORT

AirrOOIS
P 425 778 7728

W ai-toolsaudio.com

E sares@symetrixaudio.com

very quickly by Ai rTools support team. I woL Id recom-

mend the AirTools 2m processor to anyone needing
an affordable solution to an audio problem.

Smith is the supervisor studio systems, Clear Chew.
Radio -New York.
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The Multiband Processor 2m's back panel features AES3 out/in, analog ins/outs
and a word clock input.

Advanced Wattchman MonitorciAlarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible
Advanced Wattchman Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and reflected power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlike previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line. the Advanced Wattchman" will
monitor two lines 14 ports). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elemen:s for either
analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-242-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxlal.com

Your East Coast Connection for

WHEATSTONE VORSIS IMEDIATOUCH

AirAura
DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSOR

$13,995.00

Cal us to best pricing and to arrange
your aemo - Tol Free 1-866-239-3888

www h.ghtnerelectronics com
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Brilliance Fiber Express
connectors
Belden

SC Muhimode: Fiber Express Bril-
liance Field -Installable SC Multimode
Connectors for 900 micron fiber termi-
nation enable fast, fool -proof and easy
termination of a fiber. Terminations can
typically be made in less than five sec-
onds, with no termination tools required.
Insert the fiber into the connector. Using

the index finger, slide the connector's
switch -like activator toward the fiber to
be terminated to bring about the splice/
crimp. Slide the boot on the connector
bocI .

800-BELDEN1; www.belden.com
info@belden.com

L

Data communications cables
Gepco International
CT504/350(P), CT604/250(P), CT604/500(P):
Gepco's branded line of Enhanced CAT -6 and 5e data
communications cables feature extended bandwidths and
precision tolerances to meet or exceed the latest TIA/
EIA and ISO standards. Designed to deliver reliability in
leading -edge networking, data and video applications,
every reel is ETL Listed and UL Verified to ensure consistent
performance. Available in both plenum and riser construc-
tions, Gepco CAT -6 and 5e cable may be installed in a
variety of applications and environments.

800-966-0069; www.gero.com; gepakhepta.com

Line
mixer
Tascam
LM-8ST:

The Tascam LM-8ST is a 1 RU line
mixer for installation, studio submix-
ing, keyboardists, etc. Eight pairs of
balanced /4" TRS inputs - switchable
from +4 or -10dB - can be bused to a
pair of XLR balanced outputs, labeled
ST1 and ST2/AUX. Pre or post -fader
bussing is available for the alternate
buss, and master output level controls
and metering keep signals under control.
A microphone input is also provided for
announcements or performance

323-726-0303; www.toscom.com
tascamlit@tascam.com

Cable
Rapcohorizon
AC -Audio Composite
Cable: This unique cable
offers both ac power and
two channels of digital au-
dio within the same outer

jacket. The cable is de-
signed to be used with
most new, professional -quality, self -powered
speaker PA systems that provide both c power
and input signals simultaneously. The ac cable
portion consists of three 14GA conductors with

a rugged PVC outer jacket, which is separate
from the audio channels. This enables users
to split the ac power and digital audio while
maintaining a high -quality ac power run. The
iwo digital audio channels are designed under
AES/EBU standards and accommodate both
digital and analog audio

573-651-6500; www.rapcohorizon.com
info@rapcohorizon.com

Radio magazine's
NAB Show

Guest Blogger
Contest

You could be headed to the
2011 NAB Show courtesy of
Radio magazine! We know how
hard it is to cet to the NAB Show so
we're making it a little easier - at
least financially. Complete rules and
details on how to enter will be at
RadioMagOr line.com in January as
well as the January issue. Stay tuned.
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Audio signal monitor
ITTIN Radio-Technische Werkstatten
TouchMonitor Series: The TouchMonitor series

:ouchMonitor TM7 with a 7" touch screen
and the TouchMonitor TM9 with a 9" touch screen. Both
monitors feature a redesigned graphical user nterface that
is equipped with a touch -sensitive 16:9 high -resolution
screen. The touch screen allows an interactive, context -
sensitive help feature. The TouchMonitor's modular software

components allow it to be customized so users purchase
only what is necessary. In addition, new instruments and
functions can be added as software modules to the de-
vice at any time. Several display functions are available:

Surround Sound Analyzer, Real -Time Analyzer (RTA(, ITU/EBU-compliant loudness meter,

and an intelligent ident analyzer. A true -peak meter is available as a software option as
well. Both models accept AES3 and AES3-ID signals and include a LAN port, a VGA
output, GPIO interfaces and two USB ports.

+49 221 709130; www.rtw.de

www.putse.com

TEN MILLION CIRCUITS
SHIPPED AND COUNTING!

The new PCAU-SUITE T1 Codec/

Studio-to-Trasnmitter-Link does it all.

Free Ethernet over T1

Free Enhanced apt -X

P?ee Full Duplex Stereo

Free Lightning Protection

Free Ti Drop & Continue

800.841.1005

Freelance producer pool
vCreative
vCreative Producer: This service links radio stations to outside teams of creative writ-
ers and freelance producers. These producers can handle simple overflow work during
busy periods like holidays, or provide regular assistance for stations short on staff. Using
e-mail to outsource to producers lacks organization and can overwhelm e-mail sys-ems with
large documents and audio files. With Vcreative Producer, all data and communication is
organized and maintained on a Web -based system. Users can view the entire work flow
process through real time status updates. This system also archives all data and tracks usage
for billing. Vcreative Producer integrates into all Vcreative products and services.

800-605-9889; www.vcreativeinc.com info@vcreativeinc.com

P
Single- or
dual -link DVI
Gefen

4x 1 DVI KVM DL: The 4x1 KVM DVI DL Switcher supports the connection of one display
using either single- or dual -link DVI, giving more flexiblity while supporting resolutions up
to 3840x2400. Internal EDID management eliminates the need to reboot when switching
between computers, and restores the original resolution settings and desktop icons for each
computer. This provides a smooth transition throughout the switching with no additional
tweaking. It is cross -platform in capability, and provides a plug -and -play method of system
integration without networking. It offers KVM control of four computers from ore workstation,
so users can quadruple the amount of data within reach at any given time.

800-545-6900; www.gefen.com; gsinfo@gefen.com

The new

Studio -to

all - and

Malicious

PCAU-SUITE Tt Codec/

Transmitter -Link does it

protects against Hackers,

viruses. Power outages

and Uncompressed

corruption. Even

instant switching to

digital links fail.

HD bit error

automatic and

analog links if

All with a new hybrid IP-1-1 -Best of

Both Worlds- architecture to leverage

studio IP with the Armored T1 PCAU-

SUITE for real world resiliency. security

and quality. That fact is. Tls cost less

today. so you can have it all. Secure

HD. FM and AM with Enhanced

apt -X- 24 -bit clarity. Ethernet -over -Ti.

RS232 and telemetry.

'ulsecom is a Registered Trademark of Hubbell Incorporated

NYSE HUBA. HUN). apt -V' is a trademark of Audio

rivng Techno ogy Licensing Ltd.
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song tagging service
Emmis Interactive
TagStation: This software ap-
plication uses song data provided
by Broadcast Electronics' THE ser-
vice to create intelligent matches
with the iTunes music database.
Whether tagging songs on an
iPod Nano, Zune or HD Radio,
TagStation ensures that listeners
have a positive and accurate
purchasing experience. Manage
the automatic matches created
between incoming song data

and the iTunes song library with a simple
search that leverages frequently matched
songs. Upload an entire song library at once,
incrementally, or simply manage songs as
they're broadcast. Export accuracy reports
and set up e-mail notifications to manage new
songs - all from a single interface.

866-366-4702; emmisinteractive.com
ccompbell@emmisinteractive.com

Find the mic
winner

September issue
Congratulations to

Don DeBoef
of DeBoef Communications,

Oskaloosa, IA.
His name was drawn from the September
issue entries. He won a 3 -pack of Hosa

MCL-125 mic cables.

Due to a printing error, the mic icon was
nor visible on the September issue cover.

The contest was opened to everyone

www.hosatech.com
No purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Control
1111=1/11 111111=1111 11=11==1

WVRC8 Web -enabled and Voice Dial -up Eight Channel Remote Control

CCM 1/1/11=1/1//

Site Sentinel® 16 Web -enabled Sixteen Channel Site Remote Control System

WNW

WVRC-4
- -enabled and Voice Dial -up Four Channel

Control

VAD-2 Plus

1
Site Sentinel® 4
Web -enabled Four Channel Site
Remote Control System

AUDIO Sentinel'

USA Proud

Dual channel Voice alarm Dialer Web -enabled dual channel stereo silence monitor

Get your Broadcast Tools from these dealers:

305 Broadcast  Broadcast Depot  Broadcast Supply Worldwide  Broadcasters General Store, Inc.

Crouse-Kanzey (o./ProAucio Giesler BrocKkast Supply, Inc  Lightner Eirxtrorics Inc.  RF SpecialtiesSCMS INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST

I/O Sentinel® 4
Web -enabled four logic/status input, four relay output module

Relay Sentinel® Web -enabled three relay module

Relay Sentinel® 16
Web -enabled sixteen open collector/SS relay module

Schedule Sentinel® Web -enabled Event Scheduler

Status Sentinel®
Web -enabled three input status/logic module

Status Sentinel® 16
Web -enabled Sixteen -input status/logic module

WebSwitch (not shown) Web Remote Power Switch

BROADCASTtools
www.broadcasttools.com
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Portable PA system
Behringer
Europort EPA150: The Europort EPA150 is
a portable briefcase -style PA system with 150W
stereo output and two detachable high-fidelity
loudspeakers. The EPA150's power -to -weight
ratio is achieved through Class -D amplifier design
and the use of a switch -mode power supply. The
built-in 5 -channel mixer sports two balanced
XLR mic inputs, a mic/instrument channel and a
stereo line channel with separate CD/TAPE RCA
sockets. Phantom power is provided for use with
studio -grade condenser microphones. Channel
EQ duties are handled via active 3 -band controls
(bass, mid, treble) while the overall system is man-
aged by a 7 -band graphic EQ with Behringer's
FBQ Feedback Detection Sr. --

877-672-0816; www.behringer.com
support@behringer.de

Loudness meter
TC Electronic
UY12: A full -featured stereo loudness and true -
peak level meter, LM2 is for use in post and
live production, broadcast ingest, linking and
transmission. LM2's front pcnel displays the all-
important numbers that reveal whether or not a
certain broadcast standard is being met. It is also
possible to bring up the stats display for even more
details, or it can be connected to a PC or Mac via
USB to get full, real-time radar screen picture via
the included Icon application. It always offers a
wide variety of 24 -bit resolution audio inputs and
outputs including AES/EBU cnd analog. Digital I/
Os are fully synchronous while analog I/Os are
scaled in the analog domain for max utilization
of converter dynamic range. Analog inputs can
even be trimmed at 0.01dB precision.

min,
mow

sidewalk MN OMB

818-665-4900; wwwicelectronic.com
infogIcelectronic.corr

UPGRADES itm1 UPDATES
Audemat has sold more than 1,000 Goldenaagle HD units -a modulation test device with
HD Radio capability - through its Miami -based office. (www.worldcastsystems.comi...
TransLanTech Sound has inaugurated a new product registration and warranty system on
the company's website. (www.translantech.com)...lbiquity Digital launched Artist Experience,
designed to add visual entertainment to the digital audio and data services HD Rad o
technology already delivers, at the 2010 Radio Show. (www.ibiquity.com)...Telos Systems
is shipping its new Hx1 and Hx2 digital hybrti telephone interfaces, which include audio
processing from Omnia. (www.telos-systerns.com, www.omniaaudio.com)

MIMI MO
111111 ONO
OMB

Be Tempted. Be Very Tempted.

making things sound better

TRANSLANTECH SOUND, LLC

50 West 106th Street. Suite 5C. New York. NY

212 222 0330 sales@translantech coin
4.11011

www.translantech.com
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Loudness meter
Day Sequerra

www.RadioN/agOnline.com

laySequerra
411

NLC4ST: The NLC4ST can independently
r. tour stereo channels of audio simul-
taneously and apply loudness correction in
1 RU. It measures and controls perceived
loudness of the program audio using the
industry -standard ITU-R BS.1770/1 as well
as DTS-Neural Loudness Measure (NLMI
and DTS-Neural Loudness Control (NLCI
algorithms. NLM uses a perceptual model
of human hearing to more accurately detect
spectral and density difference, inter -channel
relationships and temporal overlaps. NLC is
a loudness leveling algorithm that applies the
appropriate gain or attenuation to maintain
the broadcaster -defined loudn. level.

856-719-9900; www.daysequerra.com
info@daysequerra.com

DC power backup system
Optim Engineering
PWRgate: Op-
tim Engineering's
PWRgote PG40s
is a 12V backup
power system
that can supply
up to 40 amperes
continuously from
either a power
supply or a battery. The equipment powered by
the PWRgate instantly switches to battery during a
loss of ac power or power supply failure without
glitches using 80 ampere Schottky diodes that
isolate the battery from the power supply with low
voltage drop. It also has a built-in high-performance
battery charger circuit that correctly and safely
charges the battery. The built-in four -stage battery
charger has selectable maximum charge rates of

1 4 7 or 10 amperes
203-299-0233; www.optimengineering.com

sales@optimengineering.com

A
A

r-A10BSI SkimmerPlus
Skimming, Logging and

Air Checks with ease.

SkimmerPlus Features
 Creates high -quality and highly

compressed files simultaneously
 Supports multiple professional audio

formats, such as PCM MP2, and MP3
 Supports recording from triggers
 Automatically manage hard drive space
 Up to 24 record decks available
 Individually customizable title bars

and record features for each deck
 Create and save event logs for fully

customizable unattended recording
 Control over record break points for

long-term recording
 Central skimming for multiple -station

clusters

Web Server Features
 Access mic checks from the

Internet with Web Interface
 Emailing of ftp links or audio

files from Web Interface
 Supports user account creation
 Easily browse recordings

with an intuitive web design
 Listening to last week's records

is just a calendar's click away

www.bsiusa.com

For More Information Call: 1 -888 -BSI -USA -1 - Email. sales@bsiusa corn
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NEW PRODUCTS

Video editor
VeriCorder Technology

1 et Video: 1st Video
s a media conver-
gence tool that allows
users to record, edit and

send broadcast- and
podcast-ready video,
instantly over OM;

smartphone. 1st Video is simple to use and
integrated with newsroom systems for the immediate
transfer of completed stories. Record video and sound
with the onboard camera on a smartphone or impor
video and audio from an external source. Create cl,ps
from multiple audio and video sources with the touch of
a finger. Videos can be sent and posted simultaneously
to a newsroom site.

250-448-4954; vericorder.com
info@vericorder.com

or from a

IP audio switcher
Vortex Communications
Comrex Access
HotSwitch: An it
audio sv,,: ner de-
signed to provide more

flexibility to the BRIC
Stereo IP audio codec
line, Access HotSwitch
is a Windows -based
application thatwill al-
low a unit in the studio

11UM 1. iim1111.1011

Orm.. [I .1. /I .1, RI. .
WOO.,

MI la. 40.1.
I. Ili  .13. NW*

to maintain a one-way talkback connection to several
Access Portable users in the field. While each of the
users can monitor a talkback leed from the studio, a
full -duplex connection can be nitiated from the studio
with any of the remote devices simply by selecting the
two-way button.

+44 0 20 8579 2743; www.vtx.co.uk
info@vtx.ca.uk

Radio console network
Arrakis
AARC-NET: One of the important features of AARC-NET is that it integrates standard analog and digital consoles onto the
network. Consoles already owned can be integrated into the system. AARC-NET is world standard CobraNet, not a custom one -

of -a -kind network. Features include Ethernet audio networking, and cable and punch block replacement with one CAT -5 cable. It
altogether eliminates or reduces the need for stand-alone routers, distribution systems, and long multi -pair cables, as well as the
time and expense for configuration, maintenance and installation for traditional wiring.

970-461-0730; www.arrakis-systems.com; sales@arrakis-systems.com

GALLERY

-*-44,0

ve Throwing it away isn't an option.

AM
Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
the plain truth is that they just want your cash,
and lots o- it!

In a time v -hen cash is scarce. a better concept
in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to
wcrk for a smaller profit and pass the savings
alcng to 0 e customer.

Realize the savings you can put in your pocket.

Call, click. or stop by Progressive Co'icepts today!

TIE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

pprogressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road  Streamwoot L 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822
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GALLERY

EARLI6UR
ELECTROrlICS

CDA-1 Composite Distribution Amplifier
 Analog composite distribution amplifier

1 RU fully shielded case
 Internal power supply (no wall warts)
 Three individually adjustable outputs
 Low noise/distortion, high output drive capability
 Conservative design for long life
 Socketed ICs and through -hole design
 Finest (and only) composite DA on the market

Available through BSW SCMS, RF Specialties
Broadcasters General Store, and Crouse-Kimzey

excaliburelec.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET ON-THE-RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
 Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
 Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom fine? To stay on the air! The PX50

was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey!

RAMSLY ILECIRONICS, IIC11 ','00 I VoilVI, .11.111011 Vo toy 14'd I

ramsey 1100 441. //40

www.ramseybroadcast.com

(y)
MOORETRONIX

BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX. Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Elevated Radial System
 Easily impeded
 Less Expensh e
 Performs equal to or better than a buried

S, *MU

 Requires leas labor and materials to install

 I.ull) complies with ( requirements

 (an utilfte the land below the ss stem for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

des ated radial .9 stem from \14t

1'N

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
3801 La Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM USA 87401

email: infordnottitd.cam

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

,,,,11.-.0 Rice in Hawaii Eking Terrain.31)

 -.

-..'-

. t kas

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 4TM

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander TM

4Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2 TM

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTH

VIS
The leader in broadcast

c siS;IINfikti., engineering consulting
114.100., Com...NJ software

WWW.V-SOft.cOM 800 743-3684
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GALLERY
,Transcomuorporation.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USW FM TRANSMITTERS
500 W 2007 Crown FM500T
1 KW 1994 BE FM1C
1 KW 2009 Crown FM1000E, solid state
3 KW 2007 BE FM3C, solid state
3.5+1.75KW 2007 BE FMI301, solid sate
3.5 KW 2007 Harris ZX3500, solid state
4 KW 2007 BE FM4C, solid state
14+5 KW 2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
20 KW 2005 BE FM20S, solid state
21.5 KW 2004 Continental 816R -2C, solid state IPA
25 KW 1986 Harris FM25K, solid state IPA
27.5 KW 1988 Continental 816R -4B, solid state IPA
35 KW 1986 BE FM35A
35 KW 1998 Continental 816R -5C, solid state IPA

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
Visit our website for the latest sales Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter

Special Discount Pricing On: Used BE Fxi-250 FM 8 HD Excitor with
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW) Engine card
TV STL

Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Used Bird Wattmeter

Please visit our web site. www.tmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

Coming in the December issue of

Radio
Art10 VII.C.4.01.011V la,0111M

! Trends in Technology
More to microphones
4 Facility Showcase
KLOR & KPNC, Ponca City, OK
1 Buyers Guide
Our all -new annual directory
4 Managing Technology
Starting as new business
I Field Reports
Yamaha Pocketrac W24 &
Dartware Intermapper
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REmotE Control PowEr!
..m.madMInrriElr7'

Skon-P
The Sicon4I lets you control you site via Internet with its internal Web
server via telephone aeto-answering cell phone or our free software.
Setup is a breeze using the Siccntroller software that also includes
scriptir g e-mail alerts multi -sit management. virtual metering 8 more!

MaIncludes

Action
Sequences!

-232 - Multi PurposE Dial -up Cont,-.: -

An inexpensive dial -up remote :ontrol with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4. prograrr mable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data cutputs in your user -defined format for
interfa:ing to virtually any piec t of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup 8 control software

-0°- 

Silence- Sentinal - suEncE Monitor w/We-b
Silence Sentinal ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected it can
perform user -programmed automated. sequences of actions 8 can also
respor d to user contro via the network or via external status inputs

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.circuitwErkes.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habra Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800.737-2787
Fax: 760744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E mart

rip@rtparts.comstiff lif
aa-ev67w

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

The Trio for
Studio nLii t.I

1- The Studio "Slave" Auxiliary Relay Pack
8 form C contacts for switching

functions ranging from low

level audio up to 2 amps

latching, continuous and DC input

of AC or oentaD. Mmry.

control Steady state and flashing Solid

State Relay driver voltages and more.

2- The Studio Solid State Relay Pack
A swithing interface that can switch up
to 5 amps of 120 VAC for powering

'ON NR' or "RECORDING' signs, k
or any other incandescent light alerting
indicators. May be driven directly from the

Studio SLAVE, MIC PRO or any 5-30VDC source.

3- The "Mic Pro" & "Mic Pro 1" Microphone
Oh -OFF Controllers

The Mic Pro is a lighted switching interface for the Studio

SLAVE, while the Mic Pro 2 is a stand alone
microphone ON -OFF controller that will also

interface with the Studio Solid State Relay

Pic d other competitive products. Both are designed

for ink control of lower cost mixing boards.

For details on these and other innovative products
for he broadcaster please visit us on the web at:

www.dmengineering.com

DM
Inghtedag

2174 Chandler St Camanllo. CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

Remote -Outlet
AC Power CookePals

stsc turfy Devices. LLC

(601) 647-9677

www.Remote-Oudet-com

Acoustics First
888.765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

'The Radio Technology Leader
is also the Radio Technology
Podcast Leader
Access the latest podcasts at
RadioMagOnline.com/podcast

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Rail!
To start your own FREE

subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc.nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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an engineer for WCTC
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www.RadioN/agOnline.comSIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

That was then
A veteran radio operator, Mike Moore has

been in the radio business for 50 years. He
sent us this 1960 photo from the start of
his career: A half-hour "Top Tunes" show
on Saturday nights for WSAT in Salisbury,
NC. He was 13 years old.

In 1972, he became the news director
of WLOE Rockingham County Radio.
Moore and his wife Annette cur-
rently operate 1490 WLOE and 1420
WMYN. Together they host the "9:00
Information Hour" on WLOE.

Drop by WL0E/WMYN's website
at www.wloewmyn.com.

Sample and Hold
Media Usage in Cars

A three -country online survey conducted by Vision Critical outlined the beginning of important changes to
in<ar media usage, many of which have a potential impact on radio. Vision Critical states, "Broadcast radio
remains by far the most common media used in the car, followed by CDs or cassettes. However, the survey
of 4,020 adult online consumers in the United States, Britain and Canada also shows that that change is on
its way with the growing use of personal digital music in the car. Several major auto companies are building
and promoting new technologies to put online media entertainment inside the car. This prospect is generat-
ing interest among drivers in all three countries. More than half of respondents who spend a minimum of 15
minutes a day in their cars express interest in new technologies that would bring access to online music radio
services or on -demand playlists of music, news talk, and entertainment into the car."

1 - Listened to broadcast
radio

2 - Listened to CDs/
cassettes

3 - Listened to iPods, MP3
players, smartphones
through vehicle's
stereo system

4 - Listened to Sirius/XM
satellite radio

5 - Streamed audio
programs or podcosts
on their smartphones
through their vehicle's
stereo system

Source.. Vision Critical
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

other members of the ARC family...

$1,599

ARC -1011

Intro Sale

'799

8 channels

Stereo Program output

2 mic, 4 stereo line, PC, Phone in

USB interface for play B record from a PC

Mix -minus in -out for an external Telephone Hybrid

BOTH balancEd and unbalanced inputs and outputs for flexibility

...what more need be said ?

S3,495
ARC-I5BP

1Sale
111111

www.arrakis-systems.com 970.491.0730

S5,495
MARC-15-12



Preface... Clear your mind. All that anxiety that you've come to associate with the typical AoIP network install is going to leave you
now... Think of cool clear water flowing into the coffee maker and the sound of sprinkles hitting fresh, hot donuts... OK. Ready?

1.0PEN
Confront your boxes. You know they're there. They
know they're there. But only YOU have the power
to change that. Go ahead... open them.

3.RACK EM UP
Rack mount the rack stuff. OK, we're
going to be brutally honest here. THIS
SINGLE ONE STEP takes the longest of
the entire setup process (unless you have
a REALLY dull knife in step 1). Of course
you'll need your own rack and screws,
but hey, it it's a deal breaker, we'll work
it out.
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2.LOOK
Take a good look at what's in
the boxes. You've got a control
surface mixer item and rack
mount BLADE something or
other. They sure look pretty.
And they are. Using this stuff
you are gonna be a chick
magnet. Or a guy magnet.
Whatever, you are going to be
IN CONTROL. Cool part is,
THAT is only moments away!
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5.PUSH THE BUTTON
OK. Everything all hooked up (meaning, is the CAT -6 cable
plugged in)? Great. Now we're gonna configure the system.
We start by turning it on. Then?

Um... that's it. It configures itself. Every piece talks to every
other piece and does what it's supposed to do. What?
Doesn't EVERY IP Audio system do it that way?
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NIMEN1111111111
Every WADE has all the information about your entire network
stored in it. Should any part of the network go down, the rest
continues to function perfectly. Simply plug in a new BLADE and

you'll be where you started in moments!

4.PLUG IN
Time to hook them up. You knew it was coming.
Your little tummy is wrapped around your throat. I

mean, it's gotta be a real hassle, right? Interfacing
these things? Setting them up? Getting them to talk
to each other? Somebody get me an antacid.

Wait... is that a CAT -6 cable? You know what that is.
And that's all it takes? Mmm Hmm. Yep. You bet.
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WheatNet-IP does ALL the work of configuring your system
EVERY BIT Of IT! It knows when you are adding on or when

you are taking something out. You concentrate on content.
We concentrate on getting it where it needs to be.

7.CELEBRATE
Time for that cup of coffee and donut we talked about
in the preface. Let's face it...the whole process was
painless. AMAZINGLY PAINLESS. So painless. you are
already up on Facebook and Twitter talking about what
a stud muffin you are with your technical prowess. Don't
get cocky, kid. But DO enjoy a delicious coffee and
donut. And remember, next time you even think about
installing new gear, you've gotta call your Uncle Wheaty...
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It's literally this easy.
WheatNet-IP has all your bases
covered. CAT -6 cables to hook
up the BLADES and surfaces.

Regular audio cables
for the rest.

6.IT'S WORKING!
You've got a system! From here on out,
it's just like the analog stuff you're used to.
Except ultimately more flexible. And much more
reliable. And better sounding. And completely
expandable. And such a joy to use. Yes - you
heard it - I said A JOY TO USE! (Bet you never
thought you'd hear an IP system described that
way. Certainly not one from the other guys)
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8.SLEEP EASY
With a WheatNet-IP system, rather than having to be on
the phone to who -knows -where in the middle of the night,
you can take your emergency engineers off the clock and
let them get a good night's sleep. We ARE here, 24/7, in
beautiful New Bern. North Carolina, and if you need us,
we'll talk to you all night long. But with Wheatstone's
reliability record, chances are much greater that those
visions of sugar plums will just keep dancing in your head.

AolP ADVANCED...
It's great to be able to say you invented something

(whether you did or not). Turning that invention into a
viable, workable solution for modern applications

is what's needed if we are going to take this
technology to the next level. The status quo was a
pretty good starting point - but taking it out of the
vacuum and into the workplace requires a fresh,
objective yet passionate approach to advance it.
WheatNet-IP certainly advances it, making your

workflow everything it should be. We cost the same or
less. We can handle 10 times the bandwidth. We are

far more reliable. And we're poised for THIS decade as
well as the NEXT one. We're Wheatstone! This is what

we do! What else would you expect?
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